
 

 

 

A Level Drama and Theatre Studies 

Why study Drama? 

Drama is a very enjoyable subject which is ideal for those pupils who enjoy every aspect of Theatre. 

The subject allows you to study set texts such as ‘A View from the Bridge’, ‘Sweeney Todd’ and ‘The 

Radicalisation of Bradley Manning’, focusing on the styles, the social context and what makes these 

texts so interesting. In addition we look at how to evaluate live theatre productions of various styles 

through theatre visits. Finally the practical assessment is the most exciting part for many. Performing a 

range of styles and exciting texts makes this component very challenging but highly rewarding. 

 

What are the course entry requirements? 

C grade or above at GCSE 

 

How will I study? 

The emphasis is to learn through a practical style. The practical assessment is all about devising 

theatre based on a set theme by WJEC and exploring characters, narrative and themes through a 

practical context. This approach is also used to develop an understanding of the set texts for the 

written exam. By exploring the texts in this way, pupils are able to develop and in depth understanding 

of how the text has been written and how it should be interpreted.  

 

What will I learn? 

• Set Texts – The American classic by Arthur Miller - ‘A View from the Bridge’ (AS) 
‘Sweeney Todd’ and ‘The Radicalisation of Bradley Manning’ (A2) 

• Performing Naturalistic theatre whilst applying the working methods of ‘Stanislavski’, 
Brechtian theatre, Theatre of Cruelty (Artaud) and various other styles and practitioners 

• Evaluating live theatre – various visits to the theatre to watch a range of styles and 
productions 

                  
 

How will my work be assessed? 

At AS the assessment is 24% Written Exam and 16% Practical assessment. At A2 it’s 36% written 

exam and 24% practical. Over the 2 years it’s 60% written and 40% practical. 



 

 

  
 

What career opportunities could lead from studying [subject]? 

Various. These range from being directly involved in theatre, on stage or back stage. In addition it can 

lead to opportunities of working in the media. Pupils who have studied Drama in the past at Chepstow 

have gone on to become directors, stage managers, lighting designers and actors. The pathways are 

extensive.  

 

       
 

Where have past students progressed onto? 

• Cardiff University 
• London (various institutions, e.g. RADA, Guild Hall) 

 

 


